
I must wash my …………………….. because I can’t see anything.  
She was very …………………….. before her job interview. 
She had to …………………….. because she had a puncture.  
You must learn how to change ………………… if you want to drive a car.
The child didn’t want to …………………….. car keys. 
The children were …………………….. in the kitchen and broke my favorite mug. 
I don’t have a …………………….. driving license. I must …………………….. my driving
license as soon as possible. 
A police officer gave me a …………………….. for speeding. 
I was born on 21 January so I’m an ……………………..
He …………………….. when he heard he'd got the job.
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Activity 3: Watch the video and answer the following questions.
PART 1 
PART 2

 
 
 

Activity 1: Would you like to have the car in the picture? What are the advantagaes and
disadvantages of having such a car? 

Activity 2: Fill in the gaps with a correct word
 

ticket   Aquarius   tense   windshield    hand over   valid   renew  
 pull over   gears    horse around    freak out

 

Why don’t friends allow Rachel to drive a car? 
Why does Ross want a brush? 
What happens when Ross goes to the bathroom? Why does he go there? 
Why does Ross sit in the back of the car? 
What does Ross find out while driving a car with Rachel? 
What happens when a police officer stops them? 
Why is Ross stopped by a police officer? What does he do? 
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https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/hear
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-rzMP94vcc


How long have you had you driving license? Was it difficult to get it?
Do you prefer to be a driver or passenger? 
Do you have a satnav in you car? Do you always use it?
Do you always fasten your seatbelt when you drive? Do you do it when you sit in
the back of a car? 
Do you like driving at night?
Do you ever drive too fast?
Do you have a camera in your car? Is it important ? 
Do you ever jump at the red light?  
Is it ok to drive a car and text or talk on the phone at the same time? Do you ever do
it? 
Have you ever been stopped by the police? Why? 
Have you ever had an accident? 
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HOMEWORK: Draw a car and label the following parts: 

door handle, number plate, rear bumper, indicator, tyre, windscreen, engine, boot, headlights,
bonnet, windscreen wipers, steering wheel, gearbox

Activity 5: Discuss the following questions with your partner. 
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Rachel: Ahhh! Ooh, nice!
Rachel: My God!
Ross: What do you think you’re doing?!
Rachel: Just washing the (1) _____________ .
Ross: (2) _____________ I am letting you drive this car! So why don't you just (3)
_____________ the keys?
Rachel: Oh.
Ross: No ah-ah-ah! Do not start this car! Okay! Okay! I will give you twenty
(4)_____________ if you get out of this car right now!
Rachel: Look Ross, if you’re so (5) _____________, just get in the car!
Ross: With you?! Yeah right!
Rachel: All right.
Ross: Okay! Okay! Okay! 
Rachel: What are you doing?! Get in the front!
Ross: In the death seat?!!
Rachel: Oh my…

Activity 4: Watch PART 1 from 1.10 to 2.10 again and fill in the gaps. 
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